Master the Tools to Compete.

Guide to Golf Course Irrigation System Design and Drainage, by Edward Piria. • This book covers every important aspect of the subject in an easy-to-understand format. It is perfect for practicing turfgrass manager & superintendent, consultant, sales representative and student. Used in academic courses for years, this is the first commercially available version. Completely revised with new exercises, practical examples, numerous new figures, and expanded sections covering a wide variety of irrigation system components. Guides the reader through every phase of an irrigation program from design to construction to program scheduling, to operation and maintenance. Turfgrass managers and golf course superintendents will refer to this book often to plan effective irrigation systems, ensure appropriate capacity, easy installation and practical operation and maintenance. 400 pp 4004 Price: $59.95

Color Atlas of Turfgrass Diseases, by Dr. Toshikazu Tani and Contributing Author, Dr. James B. Beard. • Presents over 350 high-quality color photographs of all the major turfgrass diseases that occur on both warm and cool season grasses and it is international in scope. This book will become the standard color guide to disease diagnosis and pathogen identification for golf course superintendents and turfgrass practitioners. Maps are included to assist in disease identification by providing geographical locations where each disease/pathogen is likely to occur. It also provides color photos of step-by-step guidance on diagnostic techniques for laboratory analysis which can be used by practitioners. 140 pp 4005 Price: $79.95

The Surface Irrigation Manual, by Dr. Charles Burt. The text delves in-depth into the proper design and operation of surface irrigation systems. Also covers subjects such as soil types, salinity, surge flow and infiltration. Indispensable aid for farming, educators in agriculture; irrigation design professionals for government agencies working with the agriculture industry. 400 pp 4006 Price: $94.95

Maintain It Easy—Keep It Safe by Floyd Perry. Learn from hundreds of instructional photos featuring all aspects of softball field groundskeeping. Explanations: Lip reduction, setting of multiple bases and pitching plates; dragging equipment and patterns; base line options; unique complex ideas; dugout design; batting cage and hitting station; layout; water removal and much more. Unique field ideas from across the country. 4023 $37.00

Pictorial Guides to Quality Groundskeeping Book I and Book II, by Floyd Perry. • The only textbooks on the market for the grounds supervisor, athletic coach, little league volunteer, or baseball purist. Over 500 photos in each text with many in color. Book One, “Covering All The Bases” (100 pp) covers Mound and Home Plate Repair; Edging, Dragging, Lip Reduction; Water Removal; Homemade Equipment and Tricks of the Trade. Book Two, “There Ain’t No Rules” (108 pp) covers Football, Soccer, Softball, Little League, Minor Leaque, College and High School Facilities. Also covers Curved Aisle; Tricks of the Trade; New Ideas for Easy Maintenance; Professional Research from Higher Learning Centers and much more. 4008 - Book I 4009 - Book II Price: $36.60 ea - or 4022 - 2 bk set $69.90

Management of Turfgrass Diseases Second Edition, Joseph M. Vargas, Jr. • Completely revised and updated to provide the latest information on maintaining a healthy turf and identifying turf diseases. Covers cultural, genetic, biological and chemical approaches to turf management and provides practical solutions to everyday problems. Fungal, bacterial and viral diseases; black layer disease; and diseases caused by nematodes are addressed for all major grasses. Tips on irrigation, fertilization, and grass culture w. 72 full-page photos and more than 100 figures. 320 pp 4016 Price: $67.00

Sports Turf Management Program—Maintenance & Renovation Planning Guide by Ashman & Associates. This manual was developed to provide a coherent plan for the management of the baseball field playing surface. This manual provides operational guidelines for the grounds crew to use as part of the maintenance plan. Enhances the "playing conditions" of the field by elevating the maintenance standards to the highest level possible. Complete descriptions of the maintenance protocol and identification of key issues to be discussed before starting objective maintenance procedures. This book provides a plan of action outlining the tasks to be completed and benchmarks to measure the progress of the program. 160 pp. 4024 $105.00
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If sod is used, it's very important that any soil on the sod have a very good percolation rate. Photos courtesy: James Boynton III.

An Architect's View of Sports Field Construction

By Alan Blalock

Contact the architect early in the building process, ideally when a field is still in the “only-a-dream” stage. The foundation of an athletic field, like that of a building, is the most important part of the total. It's vital the field be built properly, with good soil mechanics, percolation and drainage.

If a facility waits to contact the architect until after the budget has been set, the estimated costs of field construction likely will be too low. The facility is then faced with trimming funds from other areas of the project or going back to financial sources for more funding. Building a field destined to fail is not an acceptable option.

Importance of Soil Mechanics

The turf layer is the easiest part of a sports field project. You can grow turf on almost any kind of soil, given time, water, fertilizer and acceptable weather. Growing sports turf is another matter. When athletes use and abuse the turf, special issues arise, and the majority of them go back to the underlying construction: soil mechanics.

A proper soil profile with adequate drainage and good percolation allows turf to develop good roots and rhizomes to support the above-ground portions of the plant. This vigorous turf can take a great deal of use and a certain degree of overuse and still come back. Even when so much abuse occurs that the turf dies, it can be replaced. It's difficult to almost impossible to correct severe problems in the subgrade without rebuilding the field.

Sand particle size is the most important consideration, and relates directly to the field's performance during the next 10 to 15 years. Most sands will function well for the first year or two. But once the sand settles, humus builds up in the profile, and root rot develops. It's proper particle size of the sand, along with proper agronomic practices, that keep the soil profile functioning efficiently.

Cost Considerations

When discussing field construction at the pro level, I ask owners to think of the field as the “office” for their players, the place where the work of the game is accomplished. Why bring in multi-million dollar athletes, a top coaching staff, and construct swank seating for spectators if you're going to make your stars compete under anything but the best playing conditions?

The same idea carries over to fields at any level. Each is a field of “play,” and the other parts of the facility exist only because of the games that are played on the field.

Construction costs for a premium professional level field will include:
- the architect's design of the field;
- the initial site preparation and all the stages of grading;
- the design and installation of the drainage and irrigation systems;
- developing the specifications for the components of the soil profile;
- the sourcing, selection, testing, transportation, blending and installation of the soil profile;
- selecting, transporting and installing the turf;
- turf establishment (grow-in);
- developing a post-construction maintenance plan.

While a stadium architect experienced in stadium design probably will be able to provide a general range of field construction costs from the company’s involvement in past projects, an experienced field architect will research precise requirements according to the plan projections as developed with the facility owners and their construction team.

Building a Plan

The sports turf manager should be a part of the facility’s construction team from the beginning. Ideally, the initial meeting will involve all members of the construction team and the field

continued on page 16
Improving your football, soccer and baseball fields is our game. Mixed into the top inches of root zone soil, TURFGRIDS increase the strength and divot resistance of your playing surface. Giving you great looking turf that weathers any storm. As many pro and college teams have discovered. All from Synthetic Industries. Distributed by Stabilizer, Inc. For more information, call 1-800-FIX SOIL.
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architect. This allows them to put on the table their concepts of what the field could and should be. Often, at this stage, each team member will have a slightly different mental picture of the finished project. Each member’s vision will include important components that will help develop the most workable field design.

For example, the sports turf manager’s input might include details on the irrigation system desired, including zoning, overall flexibility and the placement of quick couplers; the preferred ingress and egress route; the width of a baseball warning track; bullpen placement and turfgrass cultivars. His or her insight into past problems with the existing field or at fields in similar settings would also prove beneficial in planning the new field.

Many potential problems can be minimized during these pre-planning sessions. A football field that would also accommodate soccer would be designed with adequate turf area for the larger playing area and with a slope of less than one percent to provide the preferred level surface. We’d also suggest turf surface dimensions great enough to allow “shifting” the field to avoid excessive wear in the soccer goal mouths.

Once the plans are agreed upon, it’s vital that the contractor selected to implement the design be experienced in athletic field construction. The plan must be carried out properly for the field to “work” as designed.

Generally, a field architect will supply each bidding contractor with a source list of materials as researched in developing the plan. That doesn’t tie the contractors to that supplier. They may have their own preferred comparable sources. But the materials must meet the plan’s specifications.

Whether turf will be established by sod, washed sod, sprigs or stolons, cultivars must agree with the specs. If sod is used, any soil on the sod must have a very good percolation rate. Ideally, the soil will match the field’s soil. Installing sod with a heavy, slow-percolating soil can have the same effect as stretching a layer of plastic across the field. An excellent soil profile can’t do its job if the water can’t get down to it.

Maintenance Matters

Another real issue is who takes care of the turf once it’s in place. The field architect may stipulate that the contractor continue maintenance for a specific period. We generally stipulate a 45-day maintenance period following
Turf managers should be involved in sports field construction from the initial stages, so they'll be familiar with the quirks of the field.

A good athletic field architect, like a good sports turf manager, has to be “in love” with the turf. I'll admit I see each grass plant as an individual, a small body trying to hold its own against Goliath athletes. I realize the field is built for those athletes, but I always root for the little green underdogs and want to turn over each field I design to a capable turf manager.

Alan Blalock is president of Blalock Associates Inc., a firm based in Birmingham, Alabama, that specializes in athletic field design and golf course architecture. Blalock has been involved with the design, maintenance and construction of more than 200 sports fields serving athletes from the youth to professional levels.

“Maintaining turf in the high altitude of the Rocky Mountains is a real challenge. Every spring, new rocks are pushed towards the surface, causing big problems with our core aerators. Not only does the AERA-vator roll right over rocks with no problem, it can be used at any time to overseed high traffic areas without interrupting play.”

Ross Andrews
Superintendent, Cordillera Mountain Club
Vail Valley, Colorado

“This is the only multi-faceted aerator on the market today for sports fields. It can fracture the hardest clay and the most compacted turf with ease and leave the surface in near game-ready condition. It's a winner for the progressive groundskeeper.”

Floyd Perry
1997 sportsTURF Manager of the Year
Grounds Maintenance Services
5238 Cypress Creek Drive
Orlando, FL 32811
Two of the most useful turf-care practices in the field manager’s toolbox are aeration and top-dressing. But the increasing variety of equipment and materials requires more decisions than ever before. On one hand, you have more options for providing exactly the treatment your turf needs. On the other hand, making incorrect choices can reduce the effectiveness of your work.

Aerification

The primary goal of aerating is to relieve compaction, which is the compression of the topsoil due to foot or vehicular traffic. Compaction can be a particular problem on sports turf, because of the amount of foot traffic that results from its use as a playing surface.

When the soil becomes compacted, turf root systems can’t get the oxygen they need, and the soil becomes a barrier to root penetration. So the soil must be aerated occasionally to restore its viability as a growing medium for turf plants.

Here are some of the considerations to be made in planning for aerating:

1. **Timing.** When timing aerating, be sure that the grass is actively growing so that it will recuperate quickly. Despite its long-term benefits, aeration temporarily stresses the turf. In most soils, full recovery takes about 15 days.

   For **warm-season** fields, the best time to aerate is late spring through late summer. Aerating after that time is risky, because the turf may not have time to recover before cold weather brings the risk of winter cold injury.

   For **cool-season** fields, the grass is most active in May and September, so these are the best months for aerating. An alternative practice available to managers of cool-season fields can actually turn the cold weather into a tool for combatting compaction. Aerate right before winter and leave the holes exposed. The freezing and thawing of water in the holes will fracture the soil even deeper and wider than usual, and will provide improved relief from compaction. (Cool-season turfgrasses tolerate cold much better than southern varieties.)

   Time your core aeration around your most important sporting events, because the holes can catch players’ spikes, and the dried cores can disrupt the roll of a ball.

   Aerate heavily compacted areas (like the center and bench areas of football fields and the goal areas of soccer fields) more often than the rest of the field.

   You can coordinate nutrient applications with aeration to help get the materials directly into the soil.

   In the past, there were questions about the wisdom of performing core aerification following pre-emergence herbicide applications, and particularly about whether or not the herbicide barrier is broken by aerification. Recent information indicates that the herbicide activity is probably not greatly altered, especially if the cores are returned.

2. **Type of Equipment.** **Hollow-tine core aeration** is regarded by many turf managers as one of the most useful practices in maintaining a quality field. Heavily used sports fields that do not get regular core aeration usually have very little turf. Core aeration provides the longest-term improvements in air and water infiltration, percolation rates and healthier root systems.

   However, there are two side-effects of core aeration which must be remembered: surface disruption and core litter. Surface disruption stresses the turf, but aggressive fertilization and irrigation shorten recovery times. Core return by mat dragging or vertical mowing improves field playability, and also represents a form of topdressing with soil native to the field.

   Tine diameters on most hollow-core machines range from 1/4 to 3/4 inch, and depths are typically 3 to 6 inches. Deep-tine aeration can remove up to 1-inch diameter cores to depths of 12 inches. For most sports field aeration, standard units do the job effectively, but more compacted or poorly percolating fields may need larger, longer times.

   **Solid-tine aeration** creates a hole, but does not remove a core. Solid tines are usually selected because of the limited surface disruption they cause, but they also provide other benefits. Solid-tine aeration is also commonly called “shatter core” aeration, because the solid tines cause a “quaking” action that can fracture subsurface compaction zones — especially with a deep-tine (up to 12-inch) aerator. This piece of equipment can be especially helpful in aerating the deeply compacted sections of a football or soccer field. Deep-tine aeration can also improve drainage on fields that were excessively compacted by rolling when they were constructed.

   Solid-tine aeration alone is not a complete aerification program. In fact, repeated use of solid tines can actually
create a compaction zone in the soil, particularly if the same diameter and depth tines are used. A better practice is to incorporate solid-tine aeration into your overall program when you need some short-term improvement in water infiltration and percolation with minimal surface disruption (during the season, for instance).

Solid-tine aeration is just another tool in the overall management program; it alone cannot replace hollow-tine aeration.

Spiking and slicing equipment penetrates the soil with solid metal blades to allow water and air to reach the root system. Spiking and slicing can also sever the lateral stems of bermudagrass, bluegrass and bentgrass to encourage lateral root growth and thicken the turf. Slicers and spikers can also accelerate drying of persistently wet soils. The benefits of spiking or slicing are short term, but surface disruption is minimal, so the procedure can be done frequently during the season with little concern about surface playability.

(Slicing equipment is also a good tool for seeding into existing turf. Slicers create grooves in the soil, giving the seed a place to germinate. This process is commonly called "slit-seeding").

**Topdressing**

Topdressing is adding native or amended soil to the surface of the turf. Done correctly, this technique can level uneven surfaces, enhance the soil for better drainage and rooting, control thatch, and assist in seeding operations.

When topdressing, apply frequent, thin layers (typically 1/16 to 3/8 inch). Uneven layers can lead to harmful compaction, and can retard the flow of water into the soil.

**Solid-tine aerating equipment** frequently includes a quaking action to enhance the relief of compaction. This action is sometimes referred to as "shatter-core" aeration.

Deep-tine aeration with solid-tine equipment can relieve sub-surface compaction. In this case, the tines reach 12 inches into the soil.
Broadcast spreaders are an ideal method for topdressing. Mat drag after spreading to evenly distribute the material.

Water and nutrients into the soil. Mow the grass to a relatively short height before topdressing, to allow the material to get right to the surface of the soil.

The equipment used for topdressing ranges from broadcast spreaders to drop spreaders or even front-loaders, all driven by a tractor with turf tires.

When applying topdressing material, it's a good time to level the field. A tractor with a level bar attachment (up to nine feet wide) can level uneven surfaces to improve footing and ball response, and can also improve surface drainage. (Topdressing for surface leveling can be done in combination with or without core aeration.)

1. Topdressing Material. The material used for topdressing should be the same as that of the existing field. It's important to correctly plan for the amount of material needed. Topdressing a field to a depth of 3/8 inch takes 1.5 cubic yards for every 1,000 square feet.

Topdressing can also be used to amend field soil. To amend heavy soils (soils having a large percentage of silt and clay) use a uniform sand with most of the particle sizes in the coarse range (between 0.5 and 1.0 mm). Fine to medium sands (between 0.1 and 0.5 mm) are better for "soil-less" rootzone mixes than for topdressing soil fields.

To enhance the quality of an existing heavy soil field, start with an aggressive core aeration. After core aeration, leave the cores so they will be mixed into the sand during the topdressing and dragging operation. (The coarse sand needs some fine soil to make it more compatible with the existing soil.)

Some sports field operations use topdressing material that includes a conditioner like calcined diatomaceous earth or calcined clay, in combination with coarse sand, to increase water retention.

2. Thatch Control. Thatch control is improved by core cultivation, dragging the cores across the surface, and topdressing. When soil becomes intermingled with the thatch layer, microbes in the soil begin to break down the thatch, and provide a better rootzone mix.

Thatch is like a sponge that draws the moisture out of the underlying soil. It also dries out quickly in hot and dry weather conditions. The presence of soil in the thatch layer will improve water retention.

3. Seeding Operations. Often topdressing is performed in combination with an aggressive program of overseeding (in the South) or reseeding (in the North), since the topdressing material provides a good germinating medium. A combination of core aeration, topdressing, and slicing provides good seed/soil contact, and dragging and rolling after seeding will increase the rate of germination.

Typical seeding rates are 10-20 pounds of perennial ryegrass seed per 1,000 square feet in the South, or 8-10 pounds in the North. To improve the quality of a clumpy ryegrass field in the North, use 2-3 pounds of bluegrass seed to each 1,000 square feet of turf.

In conclusion, it's a good idea to use various types of aeration equipment during different times of the year, and to use topdressing in combination with aeration to level the surface, modify the soil and control thatch. If your budget allows, having a variety of equipment will help you solve many problems and produce a healthier field.

Jim Puhalla is president of Sportscape International of Boardman, Ohio, and Dallas. He is co-author with Mississippi State University professors Dr. Jeff Krans and Dr. Michael Goatley (who also supplied information for this article) of a forthcoming book, Sports Fields: A Manual for Design, Construction and Maintenance, to be published by Ann Arbor Press Inc., Chelsea, Michigan.